
 

Sky Light  
 
Grey dot high, high in the sky 
Too far, by far, to well descry. 
High flying bird, or Glasgow plane 
Defying Hebridean rain? 
 

With arrow flight, jet-liner gait 
Yet whoopers too fly high and straight 
On their migration 
And it is autumn 
 
A beacon flashes, yellow white 
No Icarus bird could be burned bright 
By such dull grey gunmetal light 
Sans sun to fire its feathers 
 
Oh no, I think... 
A dragon! 

Rain 

This week’s theme is “Rain,” something that we know all too much about here on The Rock.  Just this 

once I am going to show you a poem I wrote myself, just because it contains the phrase “Hebridean 

Rain.” I wrote it after seeing something the clouds on a very driech and rainy Stornoway day. 

 

Spencer Woodcock 



 

Of course,  rain is not a subject that has to be associated with grey and driechness.  Rain is life giving after all.  
 
Sometimes it takes me a bit of searching to find a poem or piece of writing associated with the theme, but the 
problem with Rain is that I am spoiled for choice. Poets love rain and everyone from haiku master Kobyashi  
Issa to the brilliantly eccentric  Emily Dickenson have written poems about or involving rain. 
 
After some consideration I decided on this poem by the 8th century Chinese poet, Du Fu. Partly because it’s 
from a tradition that we have not looked at before  in the writers group, but mostly just because I liked It. 

Signs of Autumn Rain  (Du Fu 875) 
 
In autumn rain, the grasses rot and die, 
Below the steps, the jueming's colour is fresh. 
Full green leaves cover the stems like feathers, 
And countless flowers bloom like golden coins. 
The cold wind, moaning, blows against you fiercely, 
I fear that soon you'll find it hard to stand. 
Upstairs the scholar lets down his white hair, 
He faces the wind, breathes the fragrance, and weeps.  
 
http://www.chinese-poems.com/d23.html 
 
That poem has a melancholy feeling so here is a more 
cheerful one looking forward to Spring. 
 
 

Welcome Rain on a Spring Night 
 
The good rain knows its season, 
When spring arrives, it brings life. 
It follows the wind secretly into the night, 
And moistens all things softly, without sound. 
On the country road, the clouds are all black, 
On a riverboat, a single fire bright. 
At dawn one sees this place now red and wet, 
The flowers are heavy in the brocade city  
 
http://www.chinese-poems.com/d04.html 

 
Du Fu (or Tu Fu) was a Tang dynasty poet and  
official. With his older contemporary Li Po, he is 
regarded by many as the greatest Chinese poet. 
His career as an official was chequered and marred 
by the turmoil of the An Lushan rebellion of 755. 
According to the Poetry Society website: 
 
“Du Fu is often described as a poet-historian, and 
his works convey the emotional impact and import 
of political and social issues and register a range of 
private concerns, trials, and dramas. His poems are 
remarkable for their range of moods as well as 
contents.” 
 
https://www.poetryfoundation.org/poets/tu-fu 
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